Locating publications requires understanding what the parts of a citation mean. This can sometimes be confusing because there are a variety of ways to arrange the information in a citation.

**Journal Articles**

Below is the same article citation in two different styles found in Ovid. Notice that the punctuation and placement of the date vary between the styles.

- **American Medical Association (AMA) style:**
  

- **American Psychological Association (APA) style:**


When searching Ejournals A to Z for an article, search by the journal title, not the article title. Notice that the article title always comes before the journal title.

**Chapters in Books**

Citations to chapters in books look different from article citations. Books usually do not have volume numbers, and they never have issue numbers. Look for editor, edition, publisher, and place information to differentiate book citations from article citations. Below is an example of a book chapter in AMA format.


Search for print books by book title (not chapter title) in the Library online catalog. Most electronic books are also found in the Library catalog.